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UfP Pre-Referendum Debate Focuses
Europe
Issues
'Lively', 'Passionate', Very informed'
were audience assessments of UfP's
Referendum debate – Rebuilding
Europe's Future: UK In or Out –
on June 15 at Hilton London Euston
with eighty people present. UfP
Chair Vijay Mehta stressed UfP's
'Europe for Peace' campaign's
contribution to the national debate,
focusing on peace issues. Event
chair Rita Payne [Commonwealth
Journalists Association, UfP Vice-President] said TV debates had
highlighted five key areas – Sovereignty, Security, Immigration,
NHS and the Economy – but rising tension was prejudicing sound
judgement. Of nine speakers, only three were for 'Leave', but
given extra time for balance.
James Brazier [Foreign Policy researcher] pressed the European
Union's peace achievement as key reason for UK to remain: "70
years of peace [post-1945] is unrepresentative of European
history." It had been difficult to raise peace issues in the
Referendum debate, but both David Cameron and Donald Tusk
had warned Brexit, by triggering further instability in Europe,
would boost extremism so making for potential conflicts. Research
assistant for Vijay Mehta's book Peace Beyond Borders, he
shared its thesis that 'wholesale export' of EU-style peacemaking
structures and co-operative processes would greatly assist conflict
resolution, citing African Union and Asean as regional pro-peace
bodies.
Richard Howitt [Labour MEP] also pro-'Remain', deemed EU
"the most successful peace project in history" both within Europe
and for global peace, citing various EU peace initiatives. EU
diplomacy had helped avert an Iran-centred Middle East war and
was currently helping resolve the Serbia-Kosovo dispute; EU's
'integral' role in the Northern Ireland Peace Process; EU provided
over 50% of development aid worldwide,with major help for Syria;
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it championed human rights
globally. His enthusiasm for EU's
peace and aid work was grounded in
personal experience of several of its
initiatives. He sombrely warned of
the rise of pan-EU Far-Right as
threatening peace.
Jean Lambert [Green MEP] said
EU's 'peace foundation' was now a
'learning process' with different
efforts needed than post-1945. Advocating 'Remain', she urged
EU-wide discussion of "security in 21st century" – covering climate
change, migration issues, upholding democracy and dealing with
dictators – to define "a new EU global security role". Controlling
cross-border actions eg. drone warfare, and combatting violent
extremism without dividing societies, were other key issues
needing EU-wide solutions.
Patricia McKenna [Irish Green Party, former MEP] a civil liberties
activist, had travelled from Dublin to argue strongly for 'Leave'.
Asserting EU was now 'Fortress Europe', she was very anxious
about it 'evolving militarily' with commitment to a Common
Defence and Security Policy, and an EU Defence Agency to "assess
all EU states' defence capabilities". Pro-nuclear weapons rather
than promotion of disarmament, was a key EU theme. EU wanted
military power "to control Africa and Asia" for their resources. All
this was happening without public debate, but under strong
pressure from arms industries. EU structures were
unaccountable"; a democratic 'Alternative Europe' was needed;
UK exit would "energise reform of EU."
Louise Rowntree [conflict issues consultant] reiterated the
peace motivation for 'Remain'; people took peace in Europe for
granted, but EU's peace guarantee was key reason Balkan states
were so keen to join it. Peace and prosperity were inseparable. UK
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EDITORIAL

BREXIT: A Leap into Unknown, and UfP Way Forward

It is impossible to exaggerate the significance of Britain's vote to
leave the European Union. It is certainly the most historic and
probably the most damaging event in UK politics, and for Britain's
place in the world, since 1945. 'Cataclysmic', 'Catastrophic',
'Tragic' have been typical responses: the sense of deep shock
reverberating through the nation is palpable, as the
consequences of this self-inflicted wound become increasingly
apparent. The unprecedented turmoil in both major political
parties both reflects and intensifies the prevailing confusion and
anxiety.

the 2017 elections in France and Germany: Front National and AfD
gains would damage EU democracy. EU leaders face tough
decisions over immigration and democratic accountability.
For UK, absence from EU could mean less inclination to 'soft
power' approaches, even closer ties with USA and NATO, reaffirmation of nuclear status through Trident renewal, boosts to
arms exports and reduction in overseas aid. Peace and
development NGOs must lobby hard against such trends, to
maintain UK's aid budget, and for the widest range of non-EU links
with the rest of Europe. Government preoccupation with Brexit
must not mean neglect of positive peace diplomacy in other world
forums, especially UN. Eventually, a UK-EU Co-operation Council
will be essential. The only possible Brexit benefit is UK ceasing to
be USA's 'Trojan Horse' within EU would render easier European
dialogue and detente with Russia, especially wanted by France,
Greece and Italy.

The deceit and sub-racist rhetoric of the Leave Campaign
injected into political discourse a poison not readily removed, and
an anti-migrant prejudice damaging to positive community
relations across UK. The vote revealed and sharpened deep
divisions within UK – between young and old, cities and small
towns, different social strata, and between England, Wales,
Northern Ireland and Scotland. The latter fissure makes a
'Scotland in Europe' breakaway very likely, with the consequent
disintegration of the United Kingdom after three centuries of the
Union. The future of the open border between Northern Ireland
and Republic of Ireland poses further constitutional problems.
Transforming the Union into a genuinely federal system with
Home Rule for all four nations is probably the only way to save
it. Yet a government centrally focused on renegotiating UK's
economic and political relationships with continental Europe is
unlikely to have the will and energy for fundamental
constitutional change within UK.

UfP is deeply disappointed by the Referendum result and
genuinely alarmed over its potential implications for peace in
Europe and far beyond. Europe has been a beacon of peace for
over six decades: we fear that remarkable achievement is now in
jeopardy. The Peace Movement must now engage in very deep
reflection about 'Peace Beyond Borders'.
As a way forward for peace actions, Uniting for Peace is hosting
events in the coming months to explore ways to mitigate the
fallout from Brexit. Several meetings are already arranged – 3
September in Kendal, 20 September in Edinburgh, 6 October in
London [Hilton London Euston] and 25 October at the House of
Lords – and more are being planned. These events will analyse
the flashpoints for peace in UK and continental Europe – including
the Scotland-UK issue, the delicate position of Northern Ireland
and Republic of Ireland, and Gibraltar-Spain problem – and
Brexit's global implications. They will discuss the historical and
philosophical roots of the European Unity ideal, and ask if EuroIdealism can be relevant today and in future. They will examine
how Europe can become less militarised, and how EU's military
alignment with NATO can be reversed and replaced by detente
with EU's eastern neighbours especially Russia. We request UfP
supporters to help us fulfil this urgent and ambitious plan of
actions.

Economic damage began at once with falling currency and stock
markets; higher unemployment, inflation, lower investment and
other negatives could well push UK into recession worsened by
austerity. Neglected communities which voted Out will be hardest
hit, and increasing alienation and deprivation could further harm
community cohesion.
Global interdependence was dramatically revealed when Brexit
hit currencies and stock exchanges from Paris to Seoul. Bizarrely,
ISIS welcomed the result: was it just coincidence the Istanbul
and Dhaka atrocities followed a few days later? Political and
economic instability weakens prospects for peace: the boost to
Europe's Far-Right parties threatens European stability and social
harmony. For continental Europe's peaceful future, much rests on

Vijay Mehta [UfP Chair] & Brian Cooper [UfP Co-ordinator]

continued from front page
but EU should compensate communities pressurised by high and
rapid immigration. The European Unity ideal originated in Christian
Democracy's post-1945 project of European moral and economic
renewal after the degradation of Fascism, but this EU idealism
rooted in Christian heritage and Enlightenment humanism dimmed
by 1980s: Jacques Delors stated "Europe needs a soul":
economics alone was inadequate. UK should 'Remain' to help
create a new Euro-idealism to tackle EU's current unprecedented
crises.
Vijay Mehta [UfP Chair] stated Europe, the world's most wartorn continent for several centuries, had not known war post-1945
due to EU peace structures and efforts. His book Peace Beyond
Borders identified "ten institutional peace-promoting
mechanisms" which had ended mutual belligerence in Europe,
creating permanent peace: "Enshrined democracy and rule of law;
economic truce; open borders and human ties; soft power and
shared values; permanent discussion, dialogue and diplomacy;
financial incentives and support; veto and consensus-building;
resistance to external interference; rules, human rights and
multiculturalism; mutual trust and peaceful coexistence." While EU
faced many challenges and needed reforms, "the fact war
between the nations of Europe is no longer conceivable evidences
its success." Britain should remain to help sustain EU's noble
peace project.
A vibrant Open Forum heard warning of "10 years of chaos" and
loss of workers' rights if UK voted Out, calls for detente with
Russia, anxiety over a non-EU UK using Trident to assert its global
role and need to challenge domination by global corporations.

wielded much power through its role in EU diplomacy, and within
EU was very influential on issues affecting UK's vital interests, eg.
sustaining the City of London's global financial role.
Mark Stephens [human rights lawyer] argued for 'Leave': EU
was 'economically unbalanced' having merged 'monoliths' like
Germany with 'minnows' like Greece and Cyprus, which latter
were really unqualified for Euro membership – as were Italy,
Malta and other southern states. Fishing quotas were a 'scandal'
and the Common Agricultural Policy [CAP] allocated French
farmers three times more in subsidies than to UK farmers. He
believed other EU peoples eg. the Dutch, wanted a referendum
on EU membership. On peace, the Council of Europe had taken
the first post-1945 steps for peace with its Convention of Human
Rights.
Fawzi Ibrahim [Trade Unionists Against EU] said Greek trade
unionists were urging UK to help them by leaving EU, which was
inflicting 'industrial scale austerity' across Europe: 23 million were
unemployed, wages had fallen by 20%, and pensions by 40% in
some countries, while corruption and waste continued notably in
the CAP. EU's anti-democratic attitude was shown by its rejection
of Greece's referendums and imposition of austerity. Free market
and free movement of labour enforced movement of labour. EU
policies were 'hollowing out' Eastern Europe. Fawzi humourously
said if EU had existed in 1835 it would have enforced the
notorious Factories Act! Government policies should benefit local
communities.
Rev. Brian Cooper [UfP Co-ordinator & Churches/Inter-Faith
Secretary] urged 'Remain' to avoid a constitutional crisis with
Scotland and maintain the unity of UK. Immigration created jobs
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REVIEW by Bernie Holland of Vijay Mehta’s
Central to the theme here is an analysis of those
conditions and circumstances which play their part in
bringing about the cruelty and barbarism of
weaponised human conflict. To be more specific, the
study of a whole rake of problems, brings
examination in detail of how such problems impede
the advancement of peaceful co-existence of all
humanity. The template created here by Vijay Mehta
supports assembling a set of preconditions, or
'mechanisms', for any such advance. By employing
this methodology, it has been possible to present a
body of issue and criteria which include Democracy,
Rule of Law, Economic Measure, Soft Power, Dialogue
and Diplomacy, Financial Measure and Incentive, Veto and
Consensus, External Interference and Special Interest, Human
Rights, and finally, and central to the cause, Mutual Trust and
Positive Reciprocity. Any of the first nine, in more favourable
conditions, can be regarded merely as an option, however, this is
not the case regarding to tenth, Mutual Trust. The reasoning here
is based on the realisation that, whilst humankind can attain the
most sophisticated environment of economic satisfaction, if
dialogue, dealing, correspondence and more, is not conducted on
a bedrock of mutual friendship, then these rewards remain no
more than imaginary.

PEACE BEYOND BORDERS

weaponisation of adverse economic measure, often
employed as the deputy of militarism. Through the
prism of the 'pro-peace mechanism', there appears
a clear correlation between peace and prosperity
and the will and wisdom to comply to abide by such
principles. Equally so, when either one or more of
these mechanisms is either completely absent, or is
suffering impediment in its operation by
interference, the supportive and protective
structures collapse. We are reminded that human
misery and environmental degradation are of no
concern whatsoever of those 'special interests' that
gate-crash thriving peaceful communities and
threaten their very survival. Although his text is ably informed by
historicism, Mehta is dealing with issues that are both topical and
controversial.
The dialectic examining the dichotomy of public versus private
interest allows some reflection upon the notion of self-interest, at
any degree from that of the individual right up to that of
anonymous corporate giants. In this context, Mehta is persuasive
in that a lack of restraint, at any level whatsoever, will eventually
result in a less than happy outcome for all concerned and it is the
integration of the human community, rather than its division and
disintegration, that provides greater opportunities for a much
happier outcome for all concerned.

Presented in the form of these ten mechanisms, these principles
are illustrated, firstly in the historic context and are presented in
such a way as to illustrate the chronology of the European Coal &
Steel Community, the European Economic Community and
currently the European Union. Whether a pan-European Alliance
can see Russia welcomed into the fold instead of being left out in
the cold, will have to remain conjecture for the time being.
Returning to Mehta's text, this European model is transposed to a
number of situations where the prospects are ripe for the
adoption, and maintenance, of the pro-peace mechanism. These
situations include Africa, South America, The United States and
Canada, Australia and Oceania, and the former Ottoman Empire
of present day Middle Eastern countries. An important observation
here, is that of how the phenomenon of belligerence has evolved
from a purely militaristic exercise to now include the

"Peace Beyond Borders" not only provides absorbing and
enlightening reading, but also gives rise to a palpable optimism in
an uncertain world. With regard to that depressing gloom,
brought of ignorance, in which so many trip and fall over each
other, only to find themselves back within that fog of arrogance ,
vanity and greed that is a primary force behind all the misery of
this world, such darkness is illuminated here by the beauty of
noble intent. I recommend his challenging book to all those who
cherish global peace.
To buy the book, send a cheque made payable to Vijay Mehta for
£9.99+£2.00 postage and send it to Vijay Mehta, 14 Cavell Street,
London E1 2HP or buy online at www.europeforpeace.org.uk or
Amazon. Catapult/New Internationalist pb ISN 9781 78026 3762.

Faiths for World Peace – Edinburgh Event
Sixty people celebrated the 2016 Edinburgh Annual InterFaith Peace Occasion at St. Mark's Unitarian Church on July 5.
Chair Rev. Brian Cooper [UfP Churches & Inter-Faith Secretary]
said it was especially needed since Brexit had "opened a Pandora's
Box of racist and anti-immigrant sentiment and hostility": all faith
communities had responsibility to uphold tolerance and work for
community harmony "against all divisive forces". After a Peace
Meditation by Sister Louisa Gupta [Brahma Kumaris], B. Cooper
interviewed Rev. John Miller [United Reformed Church] and
Mrs. Joan Miller about the 2015 Parliament of World
Religions in Salt Lake City, USA, which they had attended.
[Begun 1893,PWR is among oldest global multi-faith bodies].
Meeting a great cross-section of people of different faiths was
exciting and richly informative, with 'the sharing of ideas'
contributing much to mutual understanding and global viewpoints.
Key issues included climate change and refugees – Mrs. Miller
feared the future could see huge migration from a hightemperature Africa – just treatment of indigenous peoples in
America and Australia, and global inequality.

Rig Veda, Bhagavad Gita and Upanishads – she also spoke of the
Mandir's work for community relations in Edinburgh, concluding
with a sung Sanskrit prayer. For David Merrick [Edinburgh Baha'i
Community] co-operation – "a matter of the heart, not finance"
was key to peace-building: "It is fundamentally spirit that will
achieve co-operation to bring peace and harmony to the world."
Co-operation of all faiths and mutual recognition of their essential
unity would greatly advance 'the Brotherhood of Man'. These
ideals reflected the teachings of Baha'i founders [in 19th century
Persia], the Bab [1819-1850] and Baha Allah [1817-1892] on the
Oneness of God and all humanity: "Let not a man glory in this, that
he loves his country; let him rather glory in this, that he loves his
kind" [Baha Allah]. The latter sent peace messages to several
world rulers urging disarmament and reconciliation between the
nations – but only Queen Victoria showed interest. Seeing all faiths
as a 'step-ladder to God' would further strengthen human unity
and peace, to which Baha'i followers were devoted.
For the final focus on Israel-Palestine, Iain Mills, Co-ordinator of
Abraham's Children in Crisis, gave a moving audio-visual
presentation of its work there with neglected Christian, Jewish and
Muslim children. For context, B. Cooper quoted reconciliation
expert Padraig O'Malley: "Israelis are obsessed with security and
live in a perpetual state of fear, while Palestinians are obsessed

Mrs. Nila Joshi [Edinburgh Hindu Mandir {Temple}] on
Hinduism and Peace, said it was a whole way of life stressing
non-violence, respect for life, "harmony of oneself and the
community", religious tolerance and peace. Illustrating these
fundamental themes with reference to Hindu sacred scripture –
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(continued from page 3)

with their lack of dignity and live in a perpetual state of humiliation. million children lived in conflict zones in the world, and some
This is not sustainable." ACIC aimed "to care for the education, "half of the 19.5 million refugees globally are children and
health and welfare of children" often traumatised from experience of youth." The "plague of greed, yearning for power and money,
conflict: help ranged from financial assistance to needy families to and rise of extremism" were "blocking the path to peace" – but
urgent medical attention for children injured in bombing of Gaza. "hope lies in the next generation: the search for peace is not
impossible."
Conflict, occupation and rising poverty
stunted children's education in the
Set amid prayers of various faiths, a
Occupied Territories: some 45% of
'Poem for Peace' by Rev. Maud
children in Gaza and West Bank had seen
Robinson [St. Mark's], and beautiful
soldiers besiege their school, 25% their
song and harp music by Maureen
school fired on or shelled, 18% a
Hunter [Baha'i], the statements
schoolmate killed. Backed by dedicated
climaxed with a special 'Prayer for
professionals, ACIC supported sick,
Syria' by David Fraser Harris
disabled, abandoned and bereaved
[Unification Church], and everyone
children, and others – with medical care,
joining hands
for the Inter-Faith
help with schooling and finding work, Rear: Brian Cooper, David Fraser Harris, Sister Louisa
Affirmation for Peace, finale of a very
even youth football teams. A former Gupta, Iain Mills, John and Joan Miller. Front: Maud
successful event.
Anglican Franciscan, Mills said 250 Robinson, David Merrick, Nila Joshi and Maureen Hunter.
Report by Rev. Brian Cooper

ANNUAL ERSKINE CHILDERS LECTURE 2016
‘Building a Culture of Peace in a World of Conflicts’
Keynote Speaker – Federico Mayor Zaragoza
Former Director-General UNESCO
Hilton London Euston • 17/18 Upper Woburn Place, London WC1H OHT
Thursday 6 October 2016 • 6.30 – 8.30 pm

ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2016 • HOUSE OF LORDS
Sponsored by Lord Maclennan of Rogart, this event on 'A New Cold War in Europe?'
highlights tensions in Eastern Europe between USA/NATO, EU and Russia and the dangers to peace.

Tuesday 25 October 2016 • 6.30 – 8.30 pm
See UfP website for full details

• Registration for above events: Vijay@vmpeace.org •
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